Fiche Produit

Cage Nikon Z6 / Z7 + Poignée Supérieure
Scorpio
Codes
Reference: C-NZ6Z7-HS

Résumé
Cage pour Nikon Z6 et Z7 avec poignée
supérieure standard Scorpio

Descriptif
8SINN NIKON Z6 / Z7 CAGE 8Sinn cages have many features that make them unique. Above all is the original modern
design, fitted to professional filmmakers creativity. The main goal while designing was to make 8Sinn cage as sturdy
and functional as possible. With multiple 1/4"-20 mounting points and built in cold shoe your camera will be ready to
go. This camera cage was made as always from high quality air-aluminium, that minimize mechanical and other types
of damages to minimum. The 8Sinn 8Sinn Nikon Z6 / Z7 Cage is a great choice for a guerrilla filmmaking or more studio
work - it serves not only as a solid camera protection but also a base for camera accessories attachement. We
guarantee you'll love the 8Sinn camera cage on your Nikon Z6 / Z7. ERGONOMIC DESIGN AND ORGANIC SHAPE
Comfortable grip and soft lines of our designs are convenient in long-lasting usage.8Sinn design does not interfere with
camera body structure at any point. It also provides safe and comfortable grip.Working with 8Sinn accessories is a pure
joy. ONE PIECE OF ALUMINIUM Cage made from one piece of air aluminium has no weak points in its structure and while
put under pressure won't fall apart. Thanks to it, the cage is exceptionally lightweight and damage resistant. STRAP
HOLDER Comfortably located strap holder allows to use a hand strap of your choice and ensures steady holding of the
camera. EASY ACCESS TO BATTERY AND CARD'S OPENINGS 8Sinn cage main function is to support you and your
camera in every day work on set. This cage keeps every button and slot available at any time. MOUNTING POINTS &
COLD SHOE Besides 1/4" female threaded mounting points we equipped the camera cage for Nikon Z6 / Z7 with cold
shoe, which constitutes another stable mounting point for other camera accessories. Good cage is a base to build up
your rig and expand your camera possibilities by attaching accessories. That is the reason why our cages are equipped
with 1/4" female threaded mounting points placed all over the cages surface. Set includes: 1 - 8Sinn Nikon Z6 / Z7
Cage2 - 8Sinn Top Handle Scorpio Cage Dimensions: Length: 153 mm Height: 109 mm
Width: 64 mm
Weight:
199 g
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